Myths Stifle Local
COVID-19 Response

Let’s Make Education Accessible To All

Access to education is a fundamental human cocktail of additional fees – an announcement that
right; the perennial astronomical increase in has generated interesting debates mostly centring on
the state of the economy against affordability for the
examination fees is a violation of that right.
underprivileged and poor in society.
BY THE EDITORIAL TEAM

Of interest to us, as a publication that places much effort
on community listening is the input of our audiences,
who are most affected by these hikes. Previously, we
have highlighted the economic struggles rural forks
have to grapple with, in the face of the COVID-19
As per the norm, the fee structure shows a 1000 per pandemic.
cent hike compared to the 2020 examination fees.
Zimsec pegged the 2020 Ordinary Level fees and A Poverty levels are alarming.
level fees at ZWL$1 648 and ZWL$2 400 per subject
Now with the new fee structure announced at least
respectively.
two months before deadlines set, several scenarios, in
In 2020, private candidates sitting for Ordinary our view, emerge.
The Zimbabwe Examination Council (ZIMSEC) has
announced a new examination fee structure for
the 2021 prospective Ordinary Level (O’ Level) and
Advanced Level (A-Level) candidates.

Level examinations were asked to pay ZWL$190 per
subject while their counterparts at public schools paid
ZWL90. Advanced Level candidates paid ZWL$351 and
ZWL$165 per subject at private and public institutions
respectively.

Some communities still hold on to past practices of
preferring to educate the boy child at the expense of
girls. The dominant opinion from the hinterlands is that
the fees are too steep and hardly affordable. A majority
of girls will be ‘sacrificed,’ having their education cut
In a circular recently, Zimsec also announced a short, setting in motion the vicious cycle of early child

marriages.
Surely, we need not scuttle efforts that have been made
at reducing child marriages.
Admittedly, we take note and applaud the 55 percent
subsidy pledged by a government albeit limited to
“public schools, local authority schools and not for
profit Missions schools”. The government’s contribution
will be for seven and four subjects for Ordinary and
Advanced Level candidates respectively.
Candidates at private schools, colleges and private
candidates are not covered by the subsidy. While the
subsidy is a noble gesture, we feel that rural students
will be most affected. Most parents and guardian’s
source of livelihoods have been eroded by the
pandemic.
It is our view that students under the Basic Education
Assistance Module (BEAM), a central government
social welfare programme for the vulnerable in society,
are funded to also cover payment of examination fees.
We appeal to the government to reconsider reducing
the 2021 examination fees as it did in 2020 following
a sustained public outcry.
We implore the authorities that, further, such
announcements should be made at least six months
before the set deadline. This way parents and guardians
will have enough time to source the fees and reduce
chances of having dropouts, particularly that of the girl
child.
As a region, we envisage a situation where more
students can sit for examinations and score good
grades, enabling a strong human capital base. It
is only through the education of its citizenry that
the Matabeleland region can realise development.
Examination fees should be affordable even to the
poorest in the village.
The right to education is about access, not availability.
It would be counter-productive to have such an
astronomical hike at a time when most parents are
struggling to make ends meet. Simply put, we feel
the increase will result in many learners not writing or

forced to reduce the number of subjects they will sit for
which is not fair.

MATOBO

Editor’s Choice

Matobo Villagers Resist
Mining Within the District’s
Heritage Site
For several years, people living in gold-rich
areas have demanded inclusion in the process
of allocating land for mineral exploration. In
Matobo, the continued exclusion has resulted
in a crisis.

The area is also located within Matobo Hills Heritage
Site, the villagers say.

by Lizwe Sebatha

It is a desperate fight that both parties concerned do
not want to lose.

To villagers of Domboshava in Matobo district, a
proposed gold mining operation in their area should
not be allowed to take off, at whatever cost, as they
fear being evicted from their ancestral lands.

Not true, the mining syndicate argues otherwise, as it
pushes to resume mining operations.

“The area is not in anyone’s homestead
or field. We chose the area because it
But to the Mazinahue mining syndicate that has has gold deposits and can benefit the
been given a prospecting gold mining licence in surrounding community.”
Domboshava, the villagers are misinformed, their fears
are unfounded and they risk losing out on jobs and
development.

Artwell Sibanda, speaking on behalf of the mining
syndicate

“The area is a disused field that no one cared about.”

was not aware that the area is a World
Heritage Site.”

It all started in September 2020 when the Mazinahue Khumbulani Mlangeni, Matabeleland South Mines
mining syndicate arrived in the area ‘unannounced’ commissioner
with various types of machinery to kick-start their gold
mining operations, resulting in running battles.
“We were made aware after we had already allocated
the company the gold prospecting licence. We have
The incident drew angry emotions from both engaged the company to make them aware of such.”
parties whilst also drawing the attention of various
government departments such as the Mines and Outspoken Chief Mathema argues the confusion
Mining Development ministry, traditional leaders and regarding the Domboshava gold mining venture
other stakeholders.
dispute could have been avoided if traditional leaders
were not side-lined in the allocation of land for mining
or agricultural purposes.
“Villagers also have to be engaged if any agricultural
or mining venture is to take place as ultimately, the
people are the owners of that land,” Mathema says.

Villagers mobilised themselves and evicted miners who had
already settled in the area last year. Image by Habakkuk Trust.

“Chiefs must be informed, and need to be involved
directly as the entry point for any mining ventures in
their communities of jurisdiction. You can’t carry a
project of such a huge magnitude without engaging
the chiefs and the people.”

“It is a recipe for chaos and failure.”
In the end, it was resolved that no mining operations
take place at the World Heritage Site.
In September 2020, anti-riot police reportedly bashed
community members in Domboshava Village as
However, the mining syndicate returned mid-May punishment for ganging up to evict miners, a case that
to kick-start gold mining operations armed with was documented by several human rights groups such
a prospecting licence from the Mines Ministry, a as the Heal Zimbabwe Trust (HZT).
development that has angered the community.
“This is the reason why villagers are living in fear, and
“No one is being robbed of anything but instead the banking on the chiefs and other stakeholders to resist
community stands to benefit from the mining operations this mining venture,” says Simson Moyo (not his real
as we have plans to restore electricity supplies to name).
White-water’s secondary school, drill three boreholes
for the area that has perennial water shortages as part
of our social responsibility programs,” Sibanda adds.
An investigation by The Citizen Bulletin however,
uncovered that the Matabeleland South Mines and
Mining Development ministry made a blunder in
allocating the Domboshava gold prospecting licence to
the company.

“In allocating the licence, the ministry

MATOBO

For thousands of people from southwestern
Zimbabwe, scars of the Matabeleland genocide
still linger, but getting closure could be a farcry.
by Lizwe Sebatha/ Nqobile Bhebhe

“The torture went for days with our tormentors also
denying us food and water. They tied our hands with
barbed wire and brutalised us at that detention camp
in Bhalagwe,” Thomas says.

Maphisa is one of the districts that bore the brunt of
Gukurahundi survivor Charles Thomas still has vivid the Gukurahundi massacres. In the district lies mass
memories of the gruesome torture he suffered at the graves at the disused Bhalagwe Mine where victims
hands of the Fifth Brigade at the notorious Bhalagwe were killed and thrown.
detention centre in Maphisa, Matabeleland South.
Testimonies of the Bhalagwe tortures are contained in
To this day, almost 40 years ago, Thomas still has visible the Catholic Commission for Justice and Peace (CCJP)
scars on his legs and hands resulting from the barbed report titled “Breaking the Silence: Building True Peace,
wire handcuffs.
a report on the massacres in Matabeleland and the
Midlands, 1980 - 1988”.
Detained, chained and tortured for days, Thomas does
not hide his untold anger at his tormentors, and singles The CCJP report exposes the extra-judicial killings,
out the country’s top leadership that is accused of multiple rapes of women, and people who were burnt
stoking and influencing the tortures at Bhalagwe.

alive in detention centres manned by the Fifth Brigade, countrymen must come out in the open, apologize,
a crack military unit trained by the North Korean army. show remorse and seek forgiveness from the survivors.
Any initiative without truth telling is empty,” Fuzwayo
“My aching headache and the physical who has been arrested on countless occasions for his
relentless call for Gukurahundi justice adds.

scars on my legs are a constant
reminder of the torture. It is for The late Robert Mugabe’s administration once initiated
this reason that I want to face the a probe into the Gukurahundi massacres but the
findings of the investigation by the Chihambakwe
enforcers...”

Commission of Inquiry were never published. Mugabe’s
predecessor, Emmerson Mnangagwa, has also kept the
“It is also the reason why I want an apology and an lid on the report tight.
acknowledgement of the atrocities by the perpetrators.”
To make matters worse, President Mnangagwa, a State
On May 25, Africa Day, Ibhetshu LikaZulu, a pressure Security minister during the mass killings, has not
group campaigning for the redress of the genocide, led offered any apology even as victims such as Thomas
a delegation that included chiefs Mathema and Fuyane yearn for justice.
in Bhalagwe where they unveiled a Gukurahundi
memorial plaque. The plaque was in remembrance “I still have nightmares to date of that torture when
of the countless victims tortured and buried at the some of the victims were being thrown into the disused
mine, some while still alive and others dead. I yearn for
Bhalagwe mass graves.
the day when our tormentors will present themselves
However, hours after the sobering ceremony the to tell us the crime we (had) committed,” Thomas says.
plaque was vandalised and stolen on the same night by
unknown people, the second such incident. In February, After assuming office in 2017, Mnangagwa tasked
2019, Gukurahundi memorial plaques erected by the National Peace and Reconciliation Commission
(NPRC) to address the emotive Gukurahundi issue, but
Ibhetshu Likazulu were also destroyed.
activists and victims rejected the effort, demanding an
Ibhetshu LikaZulu coordinator Mbuso Fuzwayo says apology from the government upfront before anything
they remain undeterred in their push to make Bhalagwe else could be done.
a Gukurahundi memorial site.
Mnangagwa has met with traditional leaders, civic
“Bhalagwe must remain a Gukurahundi memorial site groups and churches from Matabeleland to address
to ensure that no one tampers with the evidence of the the Gukurahundi issue. However, the continued clampdown on local civic groups involved in the Gukurahundi
1980’s mass killings,” Fuzwayo says.
issue by state security details might cast aspersions on
“They (perpetrators) should know Mnangagwa’s sincerity to address the lingering matter.
Charles Thomas, a Gukurahundi victim

that we will not be intimidated or
silenced. We will erect more plaques
even if they continue destroying them
like they have done.”
Mbuso Fuzwayo, a Gukurahundi activist

“(The) government must acknowledge that this
was a genocide and encourage truth telling; the
surviving brigade commanders, and security officers
that implemented the annihilation of their fellow

BULAWAYO

Over the past weeks, cases of violent crimes
have been awash in the mainstream media
and on social media platforms, now residents
and the police are intensifying partnerships to
weed out the criminals.

On May 12, three female members of the same
family aged 15, 19 and 21 were gang-raped and
without protection when an armed gang raided their
Rangemore home around 7 p.m, before getting away
with US$10, 50rands and ZWL$180.

by Lizwe Sebatha

On May 22, a female employee at Liquor Supplies at
BULAWAYO has been hit by a spate of violent crimes in Ascot Shopping Centre died when she was shot during
recent weeks — including that of a gang that randomly an armed robbery, adding to the several cases of violent
went around Mabutweni suburb on separate days muggings, theft, armed robbery cases reported across
axing up to a dozen people, resulting in two fatalities. Bulawayo by police.
Three of the suspects appeared at the Bulawayo Residents have been outraged by such episodes which
Magistrates Court on May 20 following their arrest some go unreported.
facing seven counts of attempted murder, two counts
of robbery, two counts of murder and six counts of “These and many other criminal
unlawful entry and theft.
activities are really out of hand.”
Winos Dube, Bulawayo United Residents Association

chairperson

investigated by police.”

Abednico Ncube, Bulawayo ZRP provincial spokesperson

Golden Sibanda, a father of three from Magwegwe
high-density suburb adds: “No single day passes According to Ncube, a tip-off by members of the public
without reports of muggings, and burglary cases. led to the arrest of the Mabutweni’s axe-wielding gang
The thieves have also been daring in committing the members.
crimes.”
In response, police have launched stop and search
patrols, night patrols and banned the carrying of
weapons such as firearms, axes and machetes –
weapons of choice for armed criminal gangs terrorising
city residents, even during the day.
A number of residential areas such as Pumula have
also revived neighbourhood watch committees (NWCs)
in an effort to involve the public in policing issues in
Residents and police partnerships aim to weed out the criminals
response to the high incidence of criminal acts.
in the city. Image by Unsplash

Each household is contributing as little as 10rand
towards incentivising the NWCs, The Citizen Bulletin Ncube says police have recovered a lot of stolen
properties in recent days through police-residents
established.
collaborations.
“That is a good move which communities are doing;
we encourage communities to strengthen NWC’s Ward 4 councillor Silas Chigora blames criminal
everywhere. Incentivising them (NWC’s) is another activities on hunger and unemployment stalking many
way towards fighting the latest crime wave,” Dube in the city.
says.
“Life has become very difficult and people are resorting
to unorthodox methods just to be able to survive but
The NWC scheme was introduced in 1984.
this is regrettable,” Chigora says.
The scheme targets property owners who join and
assist to conduct night patrols in their respective areas. “We must be vigilant; we must be united as residents
and ensure NWC’s are put in place everywhere if we
It involves residents becoming more responsive to the are to win this fight against these criminal acts.”
risk of crime and taking action to protect their own and
As residents’ battle violent crime, questions are being
neighbours’ property.
asked by the Bulawayo community leadership “what
According to police, such actions may include marking has happened with our people,” the BURA chairperson
of property and reporting suspicious activity, patrolling adds.
neighbourhoods and improving home security which
reduces the opportunity for crime and increases “As community leaders, we are equally worried and
surprised by all these criminal activities. We are asking
chances of detection.
ourselves questions about what has happened with
“We urge members of the public to our people.”

also report people with suspicious
behaviour so as to ensure they are

INSIZA

Mental Health: A Ticking
Time Bomb?
Without mechanisms to monitor and trace the “It has been more noticeable since the advent of
mental wellness of rural folk, in particular, COVID-19 lockdown especially among the youths,” he
locals fear a mental illness pandemic is says.
brewing.
“We are noticing a worrying trend in Dekezi and
by Nqobile Bhebhe
surrounding communities. Most youngsters are
A little under a decade ago, health experts said one in exhibiting signs of having mental illnesses. Depression
every four Zimbabweans suffers from a mental disorder. and sporadic violent behaviours are common,” he says.
This was attributed to the tough economic and social
Tapping from his experience, Khumalo says it is common
environment at the time.
for villagers to claim that patients with mental illness
Sandile Khumalo,* a villager from Dekezi, Insiza have committed a crime against somebody and the
district worked as a mental health nurse for a decade illness is a form of retribution.
at Ingutsheni Central Hospital in Bulawayo.

“Relatives reject some patients with mental illness.
Now in retirement, Khumalo is noticing a worrying Those who are lucky (mental patients) are first taken
trend in his village where several people are showing to local traditional healers before they think of going
to hospitals,” Khumalo adds.
mental health illnesses.

Zenani Masuku, a director with the African Institute
of Ending Bullying, Violence, Depression and Suicide
(AFRIBS) says there has been a spike in severe mental
disorders or illness because of delayed treatment.

virus (COVID-19) is not getting enough
attention it deserves. Mental unwellness is increasing in rural areas.”
Sandile Khumalo, Dekezi villager

Unfortunately, according to Masuku, she is not aware
of any study conducted in rural areas to come up with
a detailed database of people affected.

“Not a lot of people go for diagnosis.
No mechanism systematically collects
data from people suffering from
mental illnesses.”
Zenani Masuku, AFRIBS Director

AFRIBS is a private voluntary organisation whose
mandate includes working with young people from
five to 35 years.
“Certainly we have seen a high rise of young people
with mental illnesses signs and the major causes are
anxiety brought by the impact of COVID-19, depression,
and uncertainties due to unemployment.”
Masuku says family background also contributes to
mental disorders.
“Some are victims of rape, other forms of physical
abuse, children who have been bullied and young
people who cannot get an education; all these issues
trigger disorders in young people.”
Amid all these developments she adds “there are no
facilities in rural areas that cater for mental patients to
get the rehabilitation they need.”
“Patients in Matabeleland have to travel to Bulawayo to
access assistance and in most cases, it is at Ingutsheni.
There are not sufficient health workers in rural areas.
Mental health is underfunded,” Masuku says.
There is a general feeling that the country’s healthcare
system is at a point where mental health remains a
matter of secondary importance and specialists warn
of a ticking time bomb impacted by COVID-19.

“The emotional and mental toll of the

COVID-19 might result in mental health disorders. Graphic by
Forbes

“Anxiety is so high in rural areas. It has shaken our
concepts of humanity. Substance abuse is increasing
in villages.”
He also attributes some crimes to mental ailments.
“I can say most criminal activities especially at illegal
mines in the district and other mining areas are
influenced by mental cases. Circumstances of some
murders or suicides are difficult to comprehend.”
Several youth organisations have in the past expressed
concern over rampant drug abuse especially BronCleer
which is readily available on the streets.
Most of the illegal highly-intoxicating substances are
believed to be smuggled from South Africa by crossborder transporters commonly known as omalayitsha.
Khumalo is of the view that periodic psycho-education
sessions from the ward level with patients, relatives
and the community to raise awareness about mental
wellness must be conducted in rural areas.
A March 2020 World Health Organisation (WHO Special
Initiative for Mental Health Situational Assessment
highlighted that on political support “the government
of Zimbabwe has demonstrated modest support for
mental health services through the development of the

National Mental Health Strategy for Zimbabwe 2016
– 2020 and the limited allocation of funds for mental
health.”
“Of the total health budget, 0.42% is allocated to
mental health. Public spending on mental health is
estimated at 0.13 USD per capita each year.”
The report adds that the shortage of trained workers is
a stumbling block.
“The country faces some complexities in treating
people with mental illnesses. Legislation that supports
mental health needs revising, as it has not been revised
since 1999. There is a shortage of human resources
for mental health in Zimbabwe, in part a result of
the emigration of locally trained professionals due to
economic instability.”
Khumalo says this is exacerbated by stigma and
discrimination against patients with mental illness.
“What is more disturbing is the reaction by community
members towards such people,” says Khumalo.

BULAWAYO

Africa Day and Culture
Week: Is Mat’land
Leveraging Them For
Regional Development?
People’s culture is meaningless unless it plays Matabeleland.
a full part in their political, economic, religious
and social development, writes Thabani H. To begin with, it is important to understand that these
Moyo.
celebrations are rooted in the Cultural Charter for Africa
which was adopted by African Heads of states in Port
by Thabani H. Moyo
Louis, Mauritius in 1976 and The UNESCO Universal
This installation has been motivated by the Declaration on Cultural Diversity in 2001.
commemoration of Africa Day on the 25th of May and
the Culture Week which ran from the 21st to the 25th Today, African States might celebrate their recognition
within the global space but we ask, are all communities
of May.
within the African space free and recognised?
We seek to put these celebrations into perspective and
examine why they are so important to the people of Are all minority communities free from domination by
‘supper’ cultures?

Has Matabeleland as a region been freed from Through Culture Week and Africa Day celebrations,
the clutches of political, economic and cultural the dignity of Matabeleland men and women must be
manipulation?
reinforced.
The Cultural Charter for Africa (1976) and the UNESCO
Universal declaration on Cultural diversity (2001)
affirmed that culture is at the centre of each and
every community and society’s development. Culture
encompasses language, beliefs, and heritage materials,
intellectual, and emotional features of a society.

With each passing celebration the region must emerge
strong.

It is only then that the region can be integrated within a
greater cultural unity which transcends ethnic, national
and regional divergences on the basis of a shared
vision. Otherwise, the region risks losing its identity
through a cultural, political and economic system that
seeks to elevate and impose ‘super cultures’ on others.

A community that cannot speak its language freely,
sing its songs with joy, dance its dances with aplomb,
pour its heart out through telling its own undiluted
stories has not achieved its independence.

Different communities and cultures must be bold and
come out to celebrate their languages, food, regalia,
games, customs, beliefs, literature and many more
activities that form the cultural basket. It is through
It is for this reason that Matabeleland as a region and celebrating who we are that we will be able to express
a distinctive society must utilise these celebrations to ourselves freely without limitations.
enforce its cultural tenets. Before celebrating ourselves
as Africans and Zimbabweans, it's important for the Democracy can be entrenched fully when people
Matabeleland region to grasp that it's a unique territory express themselves through cultural and artistic
with exclusive aspirations.
activities.

We cannot have an Africa we desire or a Zimbabwe
we want if we don’t have a Matabeleland we want.
Therefore, it’s our view that Culture Week celebrations
should present a moment to promote the Matabeleland
cultural heritage through preservation, restoration and
rehabilitation.

We do not in any way dispute that the 21st Century
has brought about technological developments that
have made the region to be part of the global village.
Globalisation has its challenges but still our people
must make sure that Matabeleland charts its own
course towards its desired goal.
It is an opportunity to combat and eliminate alienation
and exclusion and cultural oppression within our
The future of Matabeleland in terms of culture and arts communities.
must not be left to ‘outsiders.’
No girl, boy, woman and man, rural or urban, must be
People’s culture is meaningless unless it plays a full ashamed of their culture and who they are because
part in the people’s political, economic, religious and they will be ashamed of their identity.
social development.
Everyone must be bold to express themselves through
Culture must be the centre pivot where people of their cultural ways and beliefs. Development strategies
Matabeleland find ways to heal their many scars. in Matabeleland must be carried out within the culture
Culture and its arts must be a uniting force.
of the region. It is the culture of the land that must lead
and everything else must follow.
It defines Matabeleland as a society and as a people
and it must be the pride of the region. Above all culture It is disheartening to note how ‘developmental projects’
must be the ultimate thing that everyone in the region in the region have ignored beliefs and the culture of
must stand up to defend and die for. Culture is the soul our people.
of society.

This shows how much respect has been lost for the
region. Culture must be the foothold of peace and good
governance. It must be the source for promoting human
rights, social cohesion and human development within
the region. To realise the Matabeleland we want, our
cultural leaders, activists, associations, designers, local
governments, private sector and artists need to demand
accountability when it comes to the observance of the
regional culture.
There is a need to be bold to achieve regional goals.
Political expediency must be guarded against in this
regard. Our leadership tradition must make sure that
they serve the people first before a manipulative
political enclave that is manipulating culture to achieve
its political ends. It is people and their culture first
before political power.

MATOBO

In an attempt to uplift the communities they However, meaningful contributions to rural
come from, natives of Matabeleland in the Matabeleland have made both local and national
diaspora face a brick wall from local leadership. government leaders to be suspicious, regarding such
developments to be politically motivated.
by Douglas Ncube

As a result, both the national and local governments
Systematic marginalisation of the Matabeleland region
set out channels to follow whenever anyone or any
has over the years resulted in a proliferation of various
association wants to donate in a particular area, a
associations in the diaspora whose aim is to plow back
system which has proved to be costly.
into the communities they come from.
Diaspora communities have over the years revived the
Matabeleland region through building clinics, schools,
donating textbooks, rehabilitation of poor roads and
funding of public health institutions to mention but a
few.
Most structures are at various levels of development
while some have already been commissioned.

According to different associations of Zimbabweans
in the diaspora, donation protocols set out are a
stumbling block to meaningful projects which could
uplift the Matabeleland region. One major challenge
with the set protocols is the need to request permission
from local government personnel just to develop or
contribute to the community.

Around 2015-2016, the Matopos Community Trust
Fund (MCTF) and community members in Maphisa,
lost a generator in such a scenario in which the Trust’s
Chief Executive Officer says “there were a lot of
political issues involved.”

and Matron MaThonsi spearheaded that community
project.

“The generator was a community project after we
had realised that the hospital mortuary was failing
to function due to power challenges. We have in the
One community member from Maphisa narrated to past few months, however, connected it to the whole
The Citizen Bulletin their version of events regarding hospital to ensure that medicines in the dispensary are
a generator which was meant to assist the Maphisa kept at the correct temperatures,” says Chief Fuyana.
Hospital, at a time when the area was facing critical
electricity problems which resulted in corpses rotting Fuyana adds: “If anyone wants to donate to the
in the mortuary.
community under my jurisdiction they approach the
village heads who then takes that request to the
“We raised money for almost a year and Chief and his assistants depending on the type of a
donation.”

bought a big generator in South Africa
for Maphisa Hospital; transported it
to the health facility; however, there
were delays in installing it. Within a
week a truck came and took it away
on government orders.”
Maphisa community member who preferred anonymity
due to a fear of reprisal
“We were told it was because we did not follow the
right channels and that’s how we lost our generator;
never saw it up to today.”

“Sometimes we don’t have that time to go to all those
people because they live far away from each other,
but we don’t have a choice but to inform them,”
says Mike Dube, Vice Chairman of Mbizo Community
Development Association (MCDA).

“Our association was launched in 2019
and before the actual launch we had
asked for the presence of the minister
of devolution in Matabeleland, a
senior councillor, area councillor, the
chief and headman however, they
couldn’t come citing that they needed
a proper invitation.”

Jealous Nkomo, Chief Executive Officer at MCTF says
the trust was asked by Chief Fuyana to assist the
community to contribute towards the purchase of a
generator.
Mike Dube, MCDA Vice Chairman
“On what happened to the generator I couldn’t follow
because there were a lot of people involved in that,”
he says.
The Matopos Community Trust Fund was established
in 2009 with the aim of developing the community.
Recently the association together with the community
in Zimbabwe built a dip tank for an area called Magololo
under Sontala and contributed towards the building of
a clinic which is still under construction.

Mbizo dam that needs reconstruction. Image by MCDA

However, Chief Mayenga Ngwemnyama Fuyana in
Semukwe Communal land under Maphisa denies the Mbizo Community Development Association was
claims that the generator was taken away arguing established in 2019 via a WhatsApp group with the
that he would have been the first to know since he aim of rebuilding the Mbizo area in Gwanda. The

association’s first priority was aimed towards the
reconstruction of a dam that burst in 2016 after heavy
rains in the area.
Speaking during a Curate Gwanda’s Twitter space one
participant indicated that even donations coming from
local non-governmental organisations faced the same
challenge of having to follow protocol. She says their
efforts to help communities are being overshadowed
by official members who would want to ‘officiate’ at
donating ceremonies.
“Even chiefs in our rural areas are polarised. They bring
in politics at the expense of communities,” says the
participant. “As an organisation, we have managed
to come up with subtle ways of donating in rural
areas without any hindrance by going through church
leaders, community football teams and sometimes
village heads.”

GWANDA

A recent report shows that a cycle of poverty
threatens to continue in rural areas where
young children are forced to drop out of
school early.
by Amanda Ncube

Itumeleng Ncube from the Ntalale area in Gwanda
South dropped out of school in 2018 after completing
her Grade Seven.
Her grandmother, Sanele Moyo, a subsistence farmer
could not send her to school after she failed to raise
the money for her granddaughter’s tuition.

“Her mother (who is my daughter) passed away while
she was four years old and I don’t know where her
father is. I have taken care of my granddaughter for the
past 11 years and it has been difficult.

“I managed to put her through primary
education but she didn’t collect her
results because of school fees arrears.
It was my wish for my granddaughter
to go further with her studies but at
the moment I’m not able to pay for
her fees.”

Sanele Moyo, a grandmother to Itumeleng Ncube
Moyo says she has single-handedly put her
granddaughter through primary education but she has Moyo used to sell some of her farm produce and
now reached her limit.
vegetables to raise money for her granddaughter’s
fees. Poor harvests coupled with price hikes have been

a setback for her trade.
Attempts to enrol Itumelang under the Basic Education
Assistance Module (BEAM) programme, a government
initiative that targets valuable students were fruitless
with authorities turning her down because she is still
‘able-bodied’, and the father of her granddaughter is
“alive.”

failure to attend school “extends the cycle
of poverty in some families.”
He believes the government should put in place
strategies to ensure that all children can attend school.

“Some children fail to complete Grade Seven which
destroys their future. Underprivileged children need to
be assisted so that they can have an equal opportunity
Milica Nyathi who is a widow from the Sikhathini area to access education. Some children have the potential
in Bulilima has four children of school going age but and can even do well if awarded the opportunity,” he
only two are in school.
says.
Nyathi says not all able-bodied people can afford to However, Matabeleland South provincial social welfare
send their children to school due to poverty.
officer, Criswell Nyakudya says many programs are in
place to fund education for underprivileged children
She has been unable to benefit from other programmes such as the BEAM programme. He says the province
that offer financial assistance for underprivileged has about 20 000 children under the BEAM programme.
children in the district.
Nyakudya
says
several
Non-Governmental
Poverty continues to have a severe impact on the Organisations are complementing government efforts
attainment of education causing several learners to through payment of fees for underprivileged children.
drop out of school.
The beneficiaries of these programmes are selected
through a consultative process that involves community
According to the Education Sector Analysis Report leaders.
for 2019, chronic poverty (prolonged poverty) now
affects nearly three-quarters of the population in the “These programmes can however not cover everyone,”
country and affects the rural areas the most. The report he admits. “Plans are underway to increase the number
cites that 34 per cent of the population is regarded as of beneficiaries under the BEAM programme. We also
extremely poor.
hope that we can have more partners coming in place
Furthermore, the report states that children from the
poorest households are disadvantaged in terms of
school attendance and the level of schooling attended.
Only a third of children from the poorest households
of lower secondary age are attending secondary
school. Only about half of children from the poorest
households make the transition to secondary school
compared with nine out of ten children from the richest
quintile.
“Failing to complete each of these stages progressively
restricts the choices in the life of the learners and while
family wealth may compensate for those from rich
households no such opportunities exist for the poor,”
reads the report.

Chief Bango, of Mangwe District, says

and existing ones scaling up their operations.

BINGA

Youths Neglected in Binga
Without exposure, talented youths in Binga programs in various socio-economic areas,’’ says
rural remain stagnant.
Dubeko Muzingili.
In 2017, Zimbabwe’s youth Civil Society Organisations
launched a program called ‘Leave No Youth Behind’ in
Richard Mwinde believes he is talented in soccer that, line with the African Union Agenda 2063, Africa Youth
all things being equal, he can play in the topflight Charter and Africa Governance Architecture.
league in Zimbabwe. Unfortunately, Richard’s talent is
wearing away in the dust community grounds in rural Three years later, the Office of the High commissioner
Binga.
for Human Rights (OHCHR) study on youth and human
by Calvin Manika

Many youths in Binga wonder how the famous Ndlovu
brothers of Adam, Madinda and Peter made it to
stardom from such remote areas. Some villagers say it
is the role of the local authorities and the government
to create opportunities for youth in sporting activities
and socio-economic programs.

rights in the country noted that regardless of the
enactment of the Constitution of Zimbabwe Amendment
(No.20) Act 2013 section 20, the Zimbabwe Youth
Council Act, Chapter 25:19 has not yet been aligned to
the constitution and, there is need to repeal laws that
limit youth rights such as the Zimbabwe Youth Council
Act.

“Government should rollout programs which empower Many talented youths in various sporting disciplines in
youths. We are far away from the cities and our young Binga have remained unrecognised due to a lack of
talented people lack opportunities compared to those opportunities in the area. Sinampande is one of the
in urban areas. I believe they must be exchange

areas with a built-up youth centre.

In Sinampande, the infrastructure had
turned to a paddock for domestic animals
pastures, until this year.
Other youth centres remain undeveloped.
Article 12 of the African Youth Charter obligates state
parties to develop all-inclusive and lucid national youth
policies following all-encompassing consultation with
young people.

he says the council is working to ensure facilities in
rural areas are functional with the latest being the
renovation of a youths centre in Sinampande.
Speaking to The Citizen Bulletin, Binga Rural District
Council Chief Executive Officer Mr Joshua Muzamba
says the council is alive to the development of youths
in the area.
“We have a lot of programs for our youths through
our department of social services. All the programs
are to develop skills within our youths and make them
relevant to the modern world opportunities,” says
Muzamba.

Praise Munsaka says, the purpose of such national youth
policies is to provide strategies for youth participation Annual Youth Situation Analyses conducted by the
in decision making at all levels of governance in issues Ministry of Youth, Sports, Arts and Recreation under
concerning the youth and societies they live in.
one of its arms, the Zimbabwe Youth Council (ZYC),
for the past years shows that Zimbabwean youth, face
“We have many talents in this area. Unfortunately, to challenges such as high unemployment rates, limited
develop no one is interested to come here and scout educational opportunities, limited civic engagement
us. Our challenges are exposure and opportunities, opportunities, teenage pregnancy, and early marriage
which must be addressed in the national youth policy,” especially those in rural areas.
says Munsaka.
Another survey conducted by the Zimbabwe Youth Task
Youths in Binga remain behind unlike in other areas Force and coordinated by the National Association of
where youth centres are fully operational, young Youth Organizations (NAYO) in 2017, in partnership with
people are engaging in socio-economic thematic areas the African Union (AU) and European Union (EU noted
of business and job creation, education, environment challenges faced by youths as high unemployment,
and climate change, governance and political inclusion, limited civic space for effective participation in
arts, sports and culture.
economic and political spaces and drug abuse.
Obey Muchimba a youth in Nagangala pleads for more
youth centres in Binga rural, where most young people
live. “Interaction among youths through sporting,
seminar and social programs and education skills can
help us to fight social evils like HIV/AIDS, poverty and
drug abuse,” he says.
Ministry of Youths, Sports, Arts and Recreation
representative in Binga, Samuel Mugande could not
answer the questions forwarded to him by this reporter.
Binga North MP Prince Dubeko Sibanda acknowledged
the issues affecting youth and promised to respond
later which he did not by the time of going to print.
Binga Rural District Council Head of Social Services
Department, Lovemore Siamuyi admits that youth
centres have been neglected for a long time. However,

HWANGE

The effects of quarry mining being felt by locals
in Hwange brings to the fore many questions
of how well the assessment was conducted
and what needs to happen next.

Hwange has two quarry mining companies, David Qui
Quarry and Dinson Colliery. But it is the former which
has become a cause of concern. There has been a
considerable increase in mining activities in Hwange. The
current situation on quarry mining is being exacerbated
by the expansion project of Zimbabwe Power Company
by Calvin Manika
and the rapid construction of residential areas under
Hwange residents have been exposed to minor tremors the Hwange Local Board. The two projects require a lot
especially those close to quarry mines. The trembling of quarry stones for construction.
of the ground and shaking of the walls, that occurs
during the blasting of stones worries nearby residents. Residents think that they are not safe. The Chinese run
A recent visit by The Citizen Bulletin to David Qui
Quarry exposed that, quarry mining is threatening
the sustainability of the environment. Loss of natural
landscape and biodiversity is already evident. Some
residents think that the location of the mine is not
strategic and a cause of concern.

quarry companies are using heavy machinery to the
detriment of the environment and the blasting process
is been mentioned as a catalyst to speed the damage
of the aged colliery buildings.
One of the residents, Michael Banda says residents
around the quarry mine are bitter about the quarry
operation because of its effects.

“A thorough research into the current
environmental impacts of David Qui
Quarry is necessary; through specific
investigation and,assessing the efforts
towards minimizing environmental
impacts of their operations.”
Michael Banda, a Hwange resident

occurring as fugitive dust from excavation, from haul
roads, and from blasting.
Adding to the effects of blasting indigenous stone
crushers and people passing by are complaining about
the issue of flying rocks experienced when the rocks fly
and travel beyond the expected and anticipated limit.
The most apparent impact of quarrying in Hwange by
David Qui Quarry is a change in geomorphology and
conversion of land use, with the associated change
in the visual scene. This major impact has been
accompanied by loss of habitat, noise, dust, vibrations,
chemical spills, erosion, sedimentation, and dereliction
of the mined site.

The quarry operation involves the drilling of the
granite outcrop and blasting of the outcrop using
explosives. The drilling operation requires the use of
heavy machines which emits gases that are harmful
to the environment; this is peculiar to mining activities
generally in Hwange. In addition, explosives are used
to blast large rocks to aid the excavation of the area
The Citizen Bulletin could not get a comment from
where granite is extracted.
David Qui quarry management as they could not speak
English and there was no professional translator.
However, one of the senior workers who preferred
anonymity said the quarry operation was not in a good
location.

Dust emanating from quarry mining raises concern about its
impact of human health. Image by Calvin Manika | The Citizen
Bulletin

“Controlling fugitive emissions commonly depends
on good housekeeping practices rather than control
systems. It’s unfortunate that we are not using
techniques which include the use of water trucks,
chemical applications on haul roads, and construction
of windbreaks,” says Daniel*.

Hwange District Environmental Management Agency
Environmental Education and Publicity Officer Mildred
The blasting operations of the quarry mine have Matunga says citizens have a constitutional right to
been said to be producing air blast and vibrations clean and safe environment.
that are affecting the people within the surrounding
communities. Sources that spoke to this publication “Routine monitoring inspections and Quarterly Audits
said blasting occurs infrequently but with great impact. conducted by the Agency in the previous Quarter on
the project did not pick any anomalies. However, it has
Scientific findings from various sources show that to be noted that during the implementation of a project
blasting operations are sometimes accompanied by environmental issues may arise. We are therefore going
the incomplete detonation of explosives which causes to respond and honour up to these complaints and do
the release of some toxic gases to the atmosphere and further investigations,” says Matanga.
hence pollute the environment.
Simiso Mlevu, communications officer at the Centre for
Dust is one of the most visible, invasive, and potentially Natural Resource Governance, has misgivings.
irritating impacts associated with quarry mining in
Hwange, and its visibility is raising concerns about its “If a proper environmental impact
impact on human health and the environment. Dust is

assessment was done by EMA, it

should have shown that mining closer
to human settlement is not ideal.”
Simiso Mlevu

Buttressing the point on quarry mining Mrs Mutanga
says the Environment Impact Assessment process allows
identifying and planning on mitigation on known and
perceived negative impacts of a development project.
“However, as the project is implemented, there might
be other unforeseen emerging issues. These are to
be noted, reported and their impacts rectified. The
Agency ensures compliance with the Environmental
Management Plans through continuous monitoring of
the operations of the mine/projects,” says Matunga.
This publication learnt that the primary source of
noise from the extraction of aggregate and dimension
stone is from earth-moving equipment, processing
equipment, and blasting.
Focus Ncube, a manager on one of the warehouses
nearby says he appreciates the investment, but, the
location of the quarry mine is not strategic.
“Government agencies responsible for mining activities
should revise its environmental management policy
to ensure that the environmental effects of mining
activities are reduced to the barest minimum,” says
Ncube.

Hwange Women
Advocate For Transparent
Distribution Of Sanitary
Wear
Period poverty is rampant in Matabeleland
rural areas. In Hwange, civic leaders say
government initiatives are not benefitting
girls equitably.
by Lethokuhle Nkomo

Nekabandama, Simangani, Dinde, Mizipah and
Shangano villages in rural Hwange communities. Their
situation is mainly driven by poverty which forces the
youngsters to use unhygienic materials such as old
clothes as sanitary wear.

According to Hwange Youth Empowerment Initiative
The dire economic situation of the country is forcing
(HYEI), an organization that advocates for youth
girls in Hwange rural to resort to unsafe materials for
empowerment, the high prices of the pads have led to
sanitary wear.
unsafe use of materials for sanitary wear.
From the age of 13 Doreen has dreaded her period,
now 16, the struggle continues. Every mid-month
she gets worried about what she is going to use for
her monthly menstrual cycle. She has used up all the
“unnecessary” pieces of cloth she comes across.
Most young girls who are in a similar predicament
as Doreen are located in Chezya, Dete, Luseche,

The minimum price of a small pack of
sanitary wear ranges from USD$1 to $
1.50 in the local supermarket while the
cost is higher in rural areas, ranging from
USD$2.50 to $3.00.
“The hygienic pads have become inaccessible to the

majority of young women and girls. Not only are these young rural girls.”
alternative materials excruciatingly uncomfortable, but Sibusisiwe Mumba
they also put the girl child at direct risk of developing
cervical cancer, vaginal infections and even infertility,” Edith January, the Programs Coordinator of Greenline
says Lethubuhle Ndlovu the Board Chairperson of HYEI. Africa Trust an organization that works with vulnerable
rural communities echoes similar sentiments saying
“In our outreach programs we have learnt that some the government interventions on women's health is
girls are even using cow dung, they remove the hard greatly appreciated but needs a different approach for
particles, wrap it in a cloth and use it as a sanitary the benefit of everyone.
pad," she says.
“Allocating funds for sanitary wear is a good initiative,
About $600 million has so far been released by the but as a developmental practitioner, sometimes these
government for the availability of sanitary wear to initiatives do not benefit the rightful people,” says
schools following the successful adoption of the January.
Education Act (Chapter 25:04) which came into force
on 6 March 2020, which approves and mandates the She says the government should reach out to the
government to avail sanitary wear to girls of school- most remote parts of the country when it comes to
going age.
distribution.
Sibusisiwe Mumba, the Secretary for Women
Coalition of Zimbabwe Young Women's Forum says
the government's provision is welcome, but there is
a need for clarity and fairness when it comes to the
distribution.
“Most rural young girls are in desperate need of proper
sanitary wear. Some girls opt to miss school because
of menstruation. She would rather stay home than
walk several kilometres to school with uncomfortable
sanitary wear," says Mumba.

“There is a need to use the local leaders who will also
be accountable. Schools should desist from corruption
so that every child who needs the sanitary wear benefits
from the initiative,” she adds.
Globally women and girls have developed different
strategies to cope with menstruation. These vary
greatly from available resources, economic status,
local traditions and cultural beliefs and knowledge
or education. Due to these restrictions women often
manage menstruation with methods that can be
unhygienic and inconvenient, particularly in poorer
settings.
Health experts have discovered that the burden of
Reproductive Tract Infections (RTI) is a major public
health concern worldwide and RTI are particularly can
be attributed to poor menstrual hygiene. Rural girls
who cannot afford proper sanitary wear are mostly at
risk.

Poverty drives young girls to use unhygienic materials such as
clothes as sanitary wear. Image by ZanaAfrica Fundation

“The children deserve at least a
packet of sanitary wear every month,
that way we will also be combating
cases of cervix cancer among the

Heavy Rains Usher In
Misery To Wild Fruit
Vendors
“My day starts around 4 a.m. We
team up and enter the bush to gather
wild fruits. Over the years we would
not go far as there would be plenty
by Bokani Mudimba
within the village but this year most
At Cross Dete, a bus screeches to a halt blowing clouds
of dust from the roadside and has hardly stopped of the trees have no fruits so we have
when, oblivious of the danger of being run over, more to walk through the bush.”
The heavier than usual rains have brought
good fortunes for some but for wild fruit
vendors it's a sad tale.

than a dozen of hawkers swarm it with small dishes Bridget Mukombwe
filled with different kinds of merchandise.
The incessant rains that fell in the country brought joy
A divorcee and mother of one, Bridget Munkombwe is on the crop farming and water availability front but
one of the vendors at Cross Dete whose daily routine gloom to those who survive on selling wild fruits as
involves waking up in the early hours of the day and most fell off the trees or rot due to excessive rains.
venture into the bush to gather wild fruits which she
In previous seasons there would also be plenty of
sells to motorists.
pumpkins, watermelons and cucumbers on the roadside
Munkombwe, 35, says while selling wild fruits has been but these have been invisible this year due to excessive
a brisk business over the years, this year it is subdued rains.
because there are fewer fruits.
The fruits include bird plum or umnyiyi (IsiNdebele) or nyii

in Shona; chocolate berries (umtshwankela/mutsubvu) Victoria Falls and other towns would travel to get wild
fruits from Hwange and Binga.
and velvet wild medlar (umviyo/munzwirimombe).

“Selling wild fruits used to be fast
money and on a good day I would
make US$10. Things are different this
Munkombwe and several other vendors often have year.”
Others that are not yet ripe are African chewing gum
(uxakuxaku/matohwe) baobab fruits; mpapanyuka or
busika and umkhemeswane.

similar merchandise and getting a customer "is luck", Cynthia Chauke, a hawker
says Selina Sithole, another hawker in Dinde.
A packet of umnyiyi ranges between US$0.50 to US$1
“This requires patience and being able to convince a while chocolate berries are US$0.50.
customer. From the bush we rush home just to eat and At Kamativi turn-off vendors are sometimes disturbed
pack the fruits for sale. We spend the whole day here by police who mount a roadblock less than 100 metres
until sunset but these days our challenge is that we from the turn off as motorists are scared to stop.
have limited fruits.”
James Ncube, a villager in Kamativi says children also
“Last year we would bring about 5kg of umnyiyi per sell fruits on the streets.
day but this year we hardly even have 1kg. This has
reduced daily income and affected our livelihoods “This is a source of money for families. Some send
because this is the money we use for upkeep of our children to sell on the roadside as they concentrate
families. I have a daughter who is going to school and on gathering from the bush,” Ncube, from Malaliya
I need money for her fees, clothes and food,” Sithole village adds.
adds.
However, the practice exposes children to dangers.

Recently, a girl was hit by a car and died on the spot
at Cross Dete as she tried to cross the road behind a
stationary bus while selling fruits.
Hwange’s Kachechete ward 3 councillor Givemeagain
Moyo says this, together with insults and abuse from
some motorists, are some of the challenges faced by
hawkers.
Selling wild fruits used to be a source of income for the vendors.

Villagers have over the years flooded specific points
along Bulawayo-Victoria Falls road and Cross DeteBinga road to sell wild fruits to motorists and travellers.
Some of the popular selling spots along the BulawayoVictoria Falls road are Cross Jotsholo, Cross Dete, Dinde
toll gate and Victoria Falls Airport while along Cross
Dete-Binga they sell at Kamativi turn off, Siansundu,
Siachilaba and Manjolo.
Over the years vendors from Bulawayo, Hwange,

THUBELIHLE NYONI

Thubelihle Nyoni (24) from Bubi district is the director and co-founder of Solve IT Trust. Through her organisation,
Nyoni motivates youths to stay in school by assisting them to pay school fees. She also buys stationery, uniforms
and internet data for underprivileged pupils from her community. She has also assisted families that were hardhit by the COVID-19 induced lockdowns with food hampers. For her selfless efforts, Nyoni is our citizen of the
week.

Citizens of the week are nominated by our readers.
You can nominate your citizen of the week by sending a WhatsApp chat to +263 71 863 6459.

SPECIAL REPORT

A cocktail of measures aimed at containing presented a number of challenges which have changed
the spread of COVID-19 pandemic seem to their mindset over the period, experts say.
have worsened Zimbabwe’s already strained
education sector.
To contain the challenges and speed up recovery,
the Ministry of Primary and Secondary Education has
by Mazwi Mhletshwa
rolled out an initiative to identify such persons who
With thousands infected since the first trace of the have become victims to the pandemic effects.
contagion in March 2020, the subsequent national
lockdown spell doom to the landlocked southern The programme aims at alleviating their stress among
other things.
African country.
Schools were shut for over nine months, which was A student teacher from Manama High School in
a full year of learning lost in 2020. The usual physical Gwanda district who spoke on condition of anonymity
teacher-learner lesson delivery was banned, ushering a is battling to contain stress induced by lose of her aunt.
new normal of digital classrooms.
According to the student the programme has been
Being holed up at homes, students and teachers have quite helpful as the pandemic left a trail of destruction

in her life.

to
learners
who
experienced
bereavements, family turmoil, teen
pregnancy, alcohol, smoking and other
substance use, survivors of violence,
child marriages and child labour.”

“I have come across a similar situation where I lost
my aunt exactly three weeks ago and it wasn’t easy
to accept that she is gone considering how close we
were and the fact that she played the role of a parent
to me,” says the student teacher.
Taungana Ndoro

“It’s so painful that COVID-19 opened a wound to me The initiative extends beyond COVID-19 effects.
as I feel helpless. She contributed fees for my studies,”
she says.
“We have put in a robust strategy for the equitable
provision of inclusive continuous quality teaching and
She is now part of the ministry initiative which is learning at all times and during emergencies, not just
beneficial to her.
COVID-19,” said Ndoro.

“The programme being implemented
by the Government has been quite
helpful as I have managed to be linked
with a psychologist and possible links
for funding my education.”
Gwanda student teacher

Various teacher unions have reported that several of
their members have succumbed to the virus and some
are recovering.
However, they stress the need for constant physiological
support. Ministry of Primary and Secondary Education
director of communications and advocacy, Mr Taungana
Ndoro, said the programme aims at cushioning the
impact on educational space.
“COVID-19 brought about a number of challenges
that include but are not limited to lack of face-to-face
learning during the lockdowns. Learners and teachers
have experienced various challenges and require a safe
space to ventilate their aspirations, expectations, fears
and anxieties.”
“Schools have been encouraged to use child-friendly
methods to urgently identify learners whose experiences
in the community and/or home circumstances may
have resulted in them exhibiting signs of trauma,
distress, anxiety, fear or disinterest in school because
of COVID-19,” says Ndoro.

“Priority attention will be given

